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Brother Jason Hayward
Elected to Parliament

Former BPSU President, Brother
Jason Hayward was elected to Parliament on Thursday, November 21,
2019, filling the seat left vacated by
the death of the late Walton Brown
Jr. Brother Jason was appointed to
the Senate shortly after the PLP won
the General Election in July 2017
and served as Junior Minister of
Health, Sports, Social Development
and Education.
The Progressive Labour Party
congratulated Jason Hayward on
his election to represent the constituents of Pembroke Central for
the PLP. Brother Jason garnered
311 votes as compared to 173 votes
garnered by the OBA contestant,
Dwayne Robinson.
“Jason has worked tirelessly in
our community and we are grateful
that the voters of Pembroke Central have recognized his dedication
and commitment by voting for him
as their representative,” said a PLP
spokesperson. “We are confident

that he will carry the baton of the
late Walton Brown by being a people’s champion fighting for the rights
of Bermudians. Tonight’s result is a
vote of confidence in the PLP Government and tangible evidence that
voters support the Party’s mission to
create a better and fairer Bermuda
by tackling the status quo that has
failed the vast majority.”
Brother Jason recently stepped
down as President of the Bermuda
Public Services Union saying that he
had finished his term and chose not
to run for a third term as President.
He said he had served on the BPSU’s
Executive for eleven years and six of
those years were as President.
Speaking of his election Victory,
Brother Jason said he was extremely
humbled with the election result.
“I would like to thank the PLP team
for their support and the voters of
Pembroke Central for their vote of
confidence,” said Brother Jason.

Brother Jason and his new wife, Sister Elenae Hayward

Price 50 cents

Tribute to Brother
Cecil White
By BIU President,
Bro. Chris Furbert, JP

Allow me to offer my sincere
condolences to his wife Brenda
and the family of Brother Cecil
White, on behalf of the BIU Portworkers Division, the Executive
Board, our General Council and
the BIU membership.
Brother Cecil White was a
Union Member for 44 years. He
joined the BIU on May 28, 1968
and remained a member until
he retired 2012.
He started
out working on the Hamilton
Dock as a forklift driver, he then
became a Deckman, then a Foreman and then Superintendent
until he retired.
Brother Cecil also served as
a member of the Portworkers
Divisional Committee for many
years as Secretary and Assistant
Secretary. He was selected by
the Union to attend local and
overseas seminars at George
Meany Labour Studies Centre in
(continue on page 11)
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BIU President Chris Furbert Responds
to Royal Gazette Editor, Dexter Smith

The following was sent as a letter to
the Editor of the Royal Gazette on
December 2, 2019 in response to Mr.
Smith’s Editorial entitled “Mutterings from the bully pulpit” published
on November 22, 2019. The letter
was also copied to Thaao Dill, CEO
of the Media Council of Bermuda.
“Dear Mr. Smith,

As per my instruction on Monday,
November 25th, 2019 you received
an e-mail from my Secretary, Sister
Laverne Furbert enquiring why the
Royal Gazette had not printed a story on the press conference I held on
November 22nd, 2019 to address the
spurious claims made by Opposition
Leader, Craig Cannonier with regard to the BIU and me personally.
Let me state categorically that
as the President of the BIU, it is my
responsibility to present the facts
on issues that impact my members.
I did not appreciate the outrageous
and unsubstantiated claims made by
the Opposition Leader, hence the
reason I held a follow up press conference to address those claims. I addressed his statements relating to the
BIU’s position (or lack thereof ) on
employment, seniors and our youth
along with the other less specific but
personal allegations. In response, I
provided a number of facts to set the
record straight. It is unfortunate that
you did not regard the facts I presented as containing “substance.”
It is obvious that you are less
concerned with printing the “facts,”
and more concerned with writing
articles that align with your wayward
thinking and the propagation of political views you and your newspaper
are allied with. An example of this is
the editorial you wrote on November
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22nd 2019 attacking my character.
What is ironic is that you wrote and
published a full page opinion column “ranting” about what you think
about me – yet you defined my press
conference as “having no substance”
and “incoherent ranting.”
Mr. Smith, you wrote that I,
“could be forgiven for feeling a little
isolated and for yearning a relevance
that ventures beyond my stated remit.” Please be advised that the President of the BIU has always been a
position that has earned the respect
of the General Public, Businesses, and our Social Partners over the
years. So my remit as president is a
lot wider and more respected than
you think. I do believe that I am the
only President of any Union who
has been invited as a panelist at the
Chamber of Commerce’s Budget
Breakfast.
Over the last 30 years I have
held different levels of leadership
positions within the BIU, just in case
you have forgotten. I was President
of the Port Workers Division of the
BIU for 15 years, Second Vice President of the BIU for 8 years, First
Vice President for 10 years and President from 2006 to date, it reflects
the utmost guile and disrespect for
you to presume to provide instruction of judgement with respect to my
stated remit that is conferred by my
membership and the organization
that I am honored to serve.
When the BIU President Chris
Furbert receives an invitation to participate in a forum as a speaker it is
because people who are organizing
the event believe that the BIU has
an important perspective that is respected by the public and can contribute to healthy public discourse,
so I am not sure that this comports
(continue on page 12)
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Craig Cannonier The
“Wannabe” Premier
In my opinion, Premier David Burt
was incorrect when he described
Opposition Leader Craig Cannonier’s recent outburst in Parliament as a
“well staged publicity stunt”. While
most of us agree that Mr. Cannonier’s action was a publicity stunt, there
are some who question whether it
was “well staged”. In my opinion,
Craig Cannonier’s forced exit from
the House of Assembly on November 15, 2019 demonstrated a new low
on the part of the Opposition while
at the same time showing a disdain
for the people of Bermuda, which
are his words in describing Premier’s
Burt actions in Parliament on that
fateful day.
The Opposition leader accused
the Premier of “attempting to ride
roughshod over parliamentary procedure and convention”, when in
fact it was he who attempted to ride
roughshod over parliamentary procedure and convention. When the
Speaker of the House demands that
a Member of Parliament take his
seat, the member should do just that,
take his seat. However, on Friday,
November 15, 2019, when Speaker Lister asked, or I should say demanded, that Craig Cannonier take
his seat, Mr. Cannonier continued
to stand and he continued to babble
on while on his feet. The Speaker
therefore had no choice but to ask
the Sergeant-at-Arms to remove the
Opposition Leader from the House
of Assembly. All of Bermuda should
be alarmed at this. All of Bermuda
should also be alarmed at the fact
that the rest of the Opposition members followed him out of Parliament,
but they did return.
During a hastily-called press con-

ference after being ejected from Parliament, the Opposition Leader used
the opportunity to malign and denigrate Premier Burt, likening him to
a “wannabe dictator”. He described
Premier Burt’s Ministerial Statement (which he did not get to read,
but which is included in its entirety
in this issue of the Workers Voice) as
an “overinflated balloon of rhetoric
drafted by sycophantic party hacks
paid using the people’s money”. It
should be obvious to those of us who
read Mr. Cannonier’s press statements or listen to his utterings either
in the House of Assembly or during
his press conferences will know that
the rhetoric that he spews from his
mouth is drafted by the OBA’s public relations consultant, Jeremy Deacon, who some would also describe
as a sycophantic OBA hack.
Almost a week after his verbal attack on Premier Burt, Craig
Cannonier then decides to launch
another verbal attack, this time on
BIU President Chris Furbert. What
is most interesting is the fact that
Brother Chris invited the media to
Press Conference for 2:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, November 20, 2019.
When the media arrived they informed us that Craig Cannonier
would be holding a press conference
at 4:00 p.m. that same day to respond
to the BIU President’s press conference. How Mr. Cannonier knew of
the BIU press conference remains a
mystery, however I do have my suspicions as to who notified the Opposition Leader of BIU’s press conference.
BIU President, Chris Furbert took
the opportunity to offer his public
support for his friend, fellow trade

In My Opinion
By LaVerne Furbert

unionist and fellow People’s Campaigner, Brother Jason Hayward who
would be squaring off at the polls the
next day against the OBA’s Dwayne
Robinson. During that press conference Brother Chris took Mr. Robinson to task for remarks he had made
during one of the podcasts produced
by him and Trae Cannonier, Craig
Cannonier’s son known as “It’s That
Type of Party”. During this particular podcast Messrs. Robinson and
Cannonier made fun of the seniors
who were pepper sprayed on December 2, 2016.
Once again, Mr. Cannonier’s sycophantic party hack, known as a public relations consultant to the OBA,
did him no favours when drafting his
response to Brother Chris’ remarks.
“What we heard today from Chris
Furbert was nothing more than cheap
electioneering. Cheap shots against
a young man who dearly wants to
represent his country to fight for the
future of all Bermudians, not some
Bermudians”, was Mr. Cannonier’s
response in part. He asked why the
BIU had not held press conferences
to ask about issues such as the increasing cost of groceries, the falling
property prices, new and increased
taxes, “friends and family payments”,
silence about the failings we see in
DCFS and the lack of new jobs.
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THRONE SPEECH 2018 AND BEYOND:
Charting a path for the future while challenging the
status quo to build a Bermuda that works for everyone
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
THE PREMIER
15TH NOVEMBER 2019

the 2018 Throne Speech, by any objective measure was one of the most
ambitious in recent memory, with
56 separate pledges, many of which
Mr. Speaker, in keeping with the unwere transformative in their nature.
dertaking I made publicly towards
Not all of those items could be realisthe end of last month, I am pleased
tically completed within a 10 month
today to make a statement to this
session, so it made sense for the govHonourable House to update Honernment to skip the ceremony while
ourable members and the Country
we kept working.
on the progress made to date during
Mr. Speaker, most of our tradithis session of the Legislature; while
tions are inherited from the Westsetting out the work to be undertak- WE DID NOT PROROGUE minster system as administered in
en by this Government to set a path THE LEGISLATURE
London. Honourable Members
for Bermuda’s future – a Bermuda Mr. Speaker, much has been made should be interested to know that
of the fact that the Legislature was the historic purpose of prorogation
working for everyone.
Let me say firstly, Mr. Speaker, not prorogued and there was no for- was to allow MPs to return to their
that I am grateful for the latitude mal Convening of the Legislature or constituencies in days before modyou have afforded me in the making a Speech from the Throne this year. ern transport or technology. As the
of this statement and I am similar- In this determination I can advise need for such long breaks has diminly grateful to my front-bench col- Honourable Members and the pub- ished, so have the length of sessions
leagues who have deferred their pro- lic that I consulted with and secured increased. This change is not unique
posed ministerial statements to the the concurrence of the Governor, to politics. Many universities have
the President of the Senate and, of long determined that summer breaks
next day of meeting.
Mr. Speaker, in furtherance of a course, you, Mr. Speaker.
designed to allow students to return
It is unfortunate that a change home and work the fields or other
theme I sounded in a speech made
just next door to this House, I have such as this has been compared to an such labour are equally archaic and,
termed this statement “Throne erosion of our democracy when, in as such, universities now promote
Speech 2018 and Beyond: Charting a fact, the opposite is the case. Recent degree courses that can be completpath for the future while challenging precedents have sought to challenge ed in half the usual time, recognizing
the status quo to build a Bermuda that the decision to prorogue rather than that the world has changed.
works for everyone”. Honourable a decision to keep the Legislature in
In all likelihood, Mr. SpeakMembers will no doubt immediate- session while continuing to conduct er, this House and “the other place”
ly perceive that this narrative runs the people’s business.
will sit over longer periods in the
Mr. Speaker, The Speech from future…Honourable Members and
counter to the norm of Bermudian
society where, in varying degrees, we the Throne sets out the objectives the public should consider these the
live by a “Where the fates may lead for the Government for a session of new normal. The need for prorogathe Legislature. There is no require- tion and a concurrent break from the
us” approach to much of life.
This must change, Mr. Speaker. ment that the Premier prorogue the rigours of debate can be better manThe path to the future for Bermuda Legislature annually, just as there aged without so strictly being bound
starts with us challenging the status is no limit on the length of time a to centuries old tradition. However,
session of the Legislature may last Mr. Speaker, I can advise Honourquo.
between elections. The fact is that able Members that the Legislature
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(continue on page 6)

How did social relations between
Blacks and Portuguese Evolve?
Recently Bermuda marked 170
years since the first Portuguese came
to Bermuda. A one-day holiday was
given by the PLP government and
a postal stamp to commemorate the
event was produced.
The Prime Minister of the
Azores, a Portuguese territory
where most of the original Portuguese settlers originated, was also
in attendance at several events commemorating the anniversary.
Now this was to be a celebration
and it was for the Portuguese community, but no doubt it was greeted by an ambivalent feeling among
Black Bermudians. Some even
questioned why Bermuda should
hold a special holiday for the Portuguese community and why the PLP
government would seem to do so
much for the Portuguese community when their vote for the most
part does not go to them. There is a
reason behind this feeling and it is a
result of a historical split that is not
the fault of the two groups but as
time has gone by it has turned into
a wound.
To find out how that wound
developed we have to go back, not
to the time that Black people were
brought here as slaves, and that was
long before the arrival of the Portuguese, but to the later arrival of the
Portuguese. Even though they were
white people they were not treated as equal whites by the whites of
English descent who of course had
black and native American slaves
almost from the beginning of white
settlement which came after the Sea
Venture ship struck the rocks off the
east end of the island.
The Portuguese have often been
credited for being the backbone

of farming in Bermuda. But the
truth is farming was in existence in
Bermuda long before they arrived.
The Black Bermudian slave did the
farming and right up and beyond
their arrival.
As a young boy I recall seeing
a Black Bermudian farmer in the
area of Berry Hill Road and Tee
Street in Paget. Today you will see
a strip of undeveloped land covered
with bushes and trees but it used to
be farmland worked by the Black
Bermudian farmer I mentioned. I
knew him as Mr. Burch. He not
only farmed the land, but lived on it
in a lean-to or what is called a shack.
He once asked me and my brothers
if we wanted to learn to be farmers
so no doubt he knew what he was
doing.
Another witness to Black Bermudians working on the farm was
my dear departed grandmother,
Mrs. Mary Williams. One Saturday afternoon I took a tape recorder
to her house and the first question
I asked her was what kind of work
did she used to do? Her answer was
she and her sisters worked on a farm
picking onions potatoes and other
vegetables.
Portuguese were brought in to
do farm work because Blacks moved
off the farms to do other types of
work because they were not paid
very much and they expected to be
paid after slavery. The Portuguese
were to play another role, and that
was to undercut the economic value
of Black people in the payment of
wages. But as I mentioned they were
not treated as equals by other whites.
When they first came to Bermuda
they were not allowed to bring their
wives and children. Their children

THE OTHER
ALTERNATIVE

By Alvin Williams
were not allowed to go to so-called
“white” schools. Their children went
to Black schools until schools were
built for them like Dellwood and
Mount Saint Agnes Academy. But
of course in keeping with Bermuda’s racist policy, Blacks were not
allowed to go to those schools. By
that time the split between Black
Bermudians the Portuguese was
fast developing because white Bermudians decided that they could
not let Blacks and Portuguese come
together so they decided to accept
that the Portuguese were white, although the term “black, white and
Portuguese” remains right up until
today.
But the Portuguese got all the
breaks without the struggle. Even
so one of our greatest leaders, Dame
Lois Brown-Evans spoke up on
their behalf. So what the PLP government has done today on their
behalf is nothing new. The black
community as a whole has always
held out their hand to the Portuguese community with very little
political support from that community.
Likewise Portuguese political leadership went to the United Bermuda Party the same white
party who in the beginning denied
(continue on page 11)
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THRONE SPEECH 2018 AND BEYOND (continued from page 4)
will be prorogued in good time for
the 400th Anniversary of Bermuda’s
Legislature to be observed with full
ceremony in November 2020.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
IN SUMMARY ( July 2017 –
November 2019)
Mr. Speaker, our system of government has at the root of its accountability model the manifesto, or Platform. This document is put to the
people and, on the strength of that
Platform and other elements of an
election season, the electorate determine who should form the government. That document is augmented
throughout a government’s tenure by
Speeches from the Throne, Budget
Statements in support of the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
and statements by Ministers that
speak to government policy. All of
these form a matrix by which performance can be measured and through
which can be seen the plans for the
period they cover.
I make this contextual reference
as part of this statement, Mr. Speaker, to address the criticism often leveled about the lack of a plan. Some
may not like the plan this Government has, but to say we have no plan
is simply false.
Mr. Speaker, based on those documents and undertakings made since
the tremendous mandate of trust
from the people of Bermuda secured
in July 2017, I can advise Honourable
Members and the public that out of
the 161 individual pledges made in
the Platform, 40% have been fully
completed and 38% are in progress.
Yes Mr. Speaker, this government
has achieved much.
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We have invested in people:
• We have significantly increased
investment in Bermudians, with a
$15 million cumulative increase in
education spending coupled with
our College Promise initiative that
has seen hundreds of Bermudians gain valuable access to tertiary
studies at the Bermuda College;
• The Attorney General’s Chambers
has been made a centre of choice
for Bermudian lawyers to complete
their pupilage and in some compelling stories of grit and determination men and women have secured
their professional designations
through a programme championed
by this government
• We have increased our investment
in training and development of
Bermudians through increased
scholarships and more investment
in apprenticeships.
• We have provided coding classes in
public schools, coding bootcamps
for adults, and Fintech training for
hundreds of Bermudians
We have encouraged small business
development
• The expanded BEDC micro-loan
programme has created new access
to capital for small businesses.
• There are new payroll tax exemptions for companies with payroll of
under $1m/annum
• The summer entrepreneurship programme is fostering the next generation of businessmen and women
• The modernization of the liquor license process has made it easier for
food service businesses to compete
and create opportunities in this sector
• We ensured the creation of the Bermuda Infrastructure fund, which is
supporting new local businesses.

We have cared for the vulnerable
and built a strong social platform:
• We have established the sex offender registry and promoted public
safety with notification of the release of offenders
• A strengthened child safeguarding
regime will allow vulnerable witnesses to give evidence in protected
surroundings
• By focusing on the root causes of
crime, we have seen a 55% reduction in firearms incidents since
2016.
• The living wage is on the way to
reality to ensure that a worker’s primary wage meets his or her primary
needs
• We have decriminalized the possession of under 7g of cannabis to
remove the legal, social and employment stigma often caused by
youthful indiscretion.
• Construction will soon start on two
additional buildings at Harbourview Village, providing another opportunity for Bermudians to own
their own homes
• And we kept our pledge to seniors
by increasing their pensions by the
rate of inflation every year!
We have managed public finances
and made our Economy fairer:
• We delivered the first balanced
budget in 17 years.
• Payroll tax has been reduced for
those earning under $96,000 per
year, and those making under
$48,000 have the lowest payroll tax
rate in 23 years!
• We eliminated the payroll tax loophole which saw many local companies not pay their fair share of taxes. For example Mr. Speaker, there
were local companies declaring
(continue on page 7)

THRONE SPEECH 2018 AND BEYOND (continued from page 6)
$1milllion quarterly dividends taxfree. We pledged to make Bermuda
fairer and we have delivered.

ing things differently, the stark reality I describe will be a new normal
so embedded in our daily lives that
Bermuda will always be what was
Mr. Speaker, these represent a sum- and never what can be.
mary of those things achieved by
Mr. Speaker, we must challenge
this Government in the 28 months the status quo because our very sursince July 2017’s election. Similarly vival and ultimate growth depend on
Mr. Speaker, out of the 56 individual it. There is no alternative or happy
pledges that were made in last years’ medium that allows us to repackage
speech from the throne, 19 pledges a 1970s or 80s model, tweaked with a
are fully complete, with 33 in prog- passing reference to technology in an
ress with some of those in progress effort to pass it off as something that
matters being tabled in this House meets the global challenge that faces
today and more to come at the next jurisdictions like Bermuda.
sitting.
Mr. Speaker, we must challenge
These have, in some cases, been hard the status quo because the future we
fought successes but it has been the build does not belong to us and a
combined effort of the Cabinet, sup- failing present means we are building
ported by a connected caucus team, no future for our children.
which has created the conditions for
these promises to be kept and for A PATH TO THE FUTURE
the next phase of this Government’s
work – to challenge the status quo.
Mr. Speaker, the path to the future
must start with enhancing the lives
WHY CHALLENGE THE
and livelihoods of those who we are
STATUS QUO?
counting on to actually build the future. Demographics and social presMr. Speaker, the Irish poet George sures often mean that our policymakBernard Shaw said, “ Progress is im- ing and policy priority is directed to
possible without change, and those seniors and young people. In the case
who cannot change their minds can- of the former, we aim to make their
not change anything.”
golden years productive and for the
We stand at the dawn of the latter, our goal is to equip a generathird decade of this 21st century, tion with the tools for success.
facing a unique set of circumstances.
But Mr. Speaker, there is an alOur population has never been old- most silent but significant working
er, more in need of comprehensive population in their 20s through to
healthcare, facing an economy that their 50s on whom falls the burden
is stubbornly inefficient and vested of the present and who we count on
interests that desire a return to com- to build the future. These men and
fortable norms of 40 and 50 years women are raising and educating
ago.
their children, pursuing the dream of
Mr. Speaker, these combined is- home ownership, taking the risks of
sues almost scream in unison a need starting a business and doing whatto challenge the status quo. If we do ever they can to care for their parnot change, if we do not change our ents or grandparents in their senior
mindset, if we do not commit to do- years. There is immense pressure on

this group and with such demands
on them, a secure future depends on
improving their present.
Mr. Speaker, as pledged in the
Throne Speech, this government will
use its balance sheet to drive down
the cost of borrowing and make the
goal of home ownership not only
more accessible but more manageable. The mortgage guaranty programme will be implemented in
2020 and this will provide relief to
the monthly mortgage burden our
people now bear. This single change
will save the average family carrying
a mortgage $5,000 a year.
Mr. Speaker, as the consultation
phase on the proposed healthcare
reform continues, I wish to signal
loudly and clearly for the people of
Bermuda that any new system for
this country will promote better
healthcare outcomes, preserve personal choice in healthcare and bring
costs in line with benefits provided.
People will see value for money and a
system that is centered on their care
and not on the profits of those who
provide legally mandated health insurance.
Mr. Speaker, this government
has made it clear to the proposed new
owners of BELCO that no plan or
sale that increases costs to the people
of Bermuda will secure the approval of this government. Energy costs
must go down and with the Integrated Resource Plan recently provided,
that goal forms the centerpiece of
the new energy framework for Bermuda. To support the transition to
renewables outlined in last year’s
Throne Speech, the Government in
partnership with international companies will set up a Green Energy
Fund, to provide capital to deploy
solar installations throughout the island. The objective is simple, to pro(continue on page 8)
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THRONE SPEECH 2018 AND BEYOND (continued from page 7)
vide jobs for solar installers and relief
from high energy bills. Bermuda can
lead the world in renewable energy
adoption and this government will
make that a reality.

system and who need a managed,
residential programme to thrive in
Bermuda.
Mr. Speaker, Bermuda’s system
of transport is creaking under the
weight of resistance to technology
A BERMUDA WORKING FOR and a reluctance to focus on the core
EVERYONE
function of efficiently moving people. In the first instance there must
Mr. Speaker, I have sought to iden- be a harmonization of permit costs as
tify Bermuda’s disparate groups and between taxis and minibuses coupled
the dire need to change the status with smarter regulation that ensures
quo to their benefit. The skill, some that our taxis and minibuses continmight say the paradox, of govern- ue to have work, but allow citizens
ing is to govern for all and develop to help move our visitors when our
a society that lifts up people and can taxis and minibuses are full during
be measured by both its strategy for the busy summer season. We cannot
growth and expansion as well as how succeed in tourism if we cannot get
it provides for its most vulnerable.
our visitors from point A to B.
Mr. Speaker, in addition to propMr. Speaker, Honourable Memerly managing government’s capital bers will no doubt recall and will have
projects to promote economic activ- broadly endorsed the slogan “Jobs for
ity and infrastructure enhancement, Bermudians”. Mr. Speaker, Bermupriority must be given in capital dians need jobs to feed their famidevelopment to those areas of most lies, to educate their children and to
need and where their completion will achieve their economic aspirations.
have the broadest positive impact on But, Mr. Speaker, I wish more for the
the society.
people of Bermuda. I want BermudiTo that end, Mr. Speaker, the ans to be owners, investors, men and
2020/21 Budget will also signal an women of financial means and acuend to a decade of austerity. Ber- men such that they are in position to
mudians of all walks of life have drive this economy.
sacrificed over the last decade with
Mr. Speaker that is the reason
spending cuts, service cuts, and tax why we will allow persons, if they
increases. Now that Bermuda finally choose, to access their own savings,
has a balanced budget, the first one just like they are allowed to do in
in 17 years, we will be able to return countries like Singapore. Mr. Speaksome of our surplus to taxpayers in er, persons will tell you that people
the form of tax cuts, while increasing are being forced to use their savings
investment in capital projects to sup- – or that I am going to decide what
port Bermuda’s most vulnerable. This to do with their savings, nothing can
next budget will contain funding be further from the truth. If you like
support for seniors living, services your savings where they are right
for the homeless, and a repurposed now, then you can leave them there,
group home for those of our citizens this Government will not force you
who have aged out of the Depart- to do anything you don’t want to do.
ment of Child & Family Services But if you have a need and desire to
8 THE WORKERS VOICE DECEMBER 2, 2019

access your savings to put a down
payment on a house, or to purchase
an asset to start a small business, or
to pool your savings with likeminded Bermudians to put together a
medium sized business to challenge
existing players in the local economy,
then I consider it our responsibility
to make that a reality. We cannot
give people the training, and then
not give them the tools; capital is
what is needed for many Bermudians
to unlock their potential, and we will
unlock that capital.
Finally Mr. Speaker, there has
been much comment on my encouragement of persons to use their capital to form their own co-operative
enterprises including those that can
reduce the cost of food to Bermudians. Persons whose mind is stuck in
the past decide to bring up old models
without realizing that we are in 2019
and not 1979. Mr. Speaker, technology has transformed what can be
done when it comes to using collective buying power. The Bermudians
who are now in our coding bootcamp
won’t need to rent a building to provide cheaper food; they can design an
app that will consolidate orders from
Bermudians so they can purchase
food cooperatively eliminating the
middlemen and saving Bermudian
families money. Mr. Speaker, that is
the difference between thinking for
the future and protecting the status
quo, on this side of the House we are
focused on building the future.
This government is determined
to create the conditions that allow
us to preside over a period of transformation where Bermudians are
on equal footing with those historic interests that have carried the
most weight in any discussion about
the direction of this country. The
(continue on page 9)

THRONE SPEECH 2018 AND BEYOND (continued from page 8)
tensions that exist between us will
only be eased by greater equality of
opportunity and a resultant equality
of influence.
A Bermuda that works for everyone is one in which that ideal
of equality is not seen as radical or
outside the mainstream but a legitimate step of growth both economically and socially. This is the toughest
change we must usher in. Modern
success in the fast paced world of
technology innovation has yielded a
series of clear examples of how disruptors and those not constrained by
the norms that might otherwise apply have made change. Apple’s Steve
Jobs put it this way:
“Here’s to the crazy ones, the misfits, the rebels, the troublemakers, the
round pegs in the square holes… the
ones who see things differently —
they’re not fond of rules… You can
quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them, but the only thing
you can’t do is ignore them because
they change things… they push the
human race forward, and while some
may see them as the crazy ones, we see
genius, because the ones who are crazy
enough to think that they can change
the world, are the ones who do.”

CONCLUSION

Mr. Speaker, more than the initiatives
I have outlined in this statement, my
Mr. Speaker, the initiatives I have intent is to signal a clear need for a
outlined previously are by no means change in mindset. We must apan exhaustive list. In the course proach the development of solutions
of this continuing session of the differently. In 2019, if you can dream
Legislature, Honourable Members it, someone can build a technology
and the public can look forward to:
solution that will make it a reality.
Bermuda has nothing to fear from
• Revisions to the Motor Car an aggressive trek away from the staAct that will reduce regulations tus quo and a passionate embrace of
and red tape for Public Service the opportunities that a future driven
Vehicles,truck permits,resale of used by technology will bring. The attrivehicles, and vehicle leasing.
butes and core values that have seen
• Legislation to create a Union us prosper in years gone by remain a
Deposit Company, a co-operative strong foundation on which to build
venture between the Government the very future we claim to want for
and Labour Unions, to provide ex- our children. Rather than dwell in
panded access to lower mortgage nostalgia for the past, we must conrates for Bermudian families.
vert that rich history into the fuel
• Revisions to the Cost of Living that drives the brightest future.
Commission Act that will require
Mr. Speaker, I am confident in
grocery stores to electronically our ability to do that and I am cershare prices of staple goods that tain that we will rise to the challenge
will be accessible to all residents.
issued by the reality of our situation
• Legislation to pave the way for the and that we will unite in challenging
promised elimination of single use the status quo….charting a path to
plastics by 2020.
the future…towards a Bermuda that
• A Consumer Protection Bill that works for everyone.
will have the power to regulate
the conduct of local banks and Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
insurance companies to ensure that
consumers are treated fairly.
• Legislation that will maintain
Bermuda’s leadership position as
a domicile of choice for FinTech
companies.
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(continue on page 11)

How did social relations between Blacks and Portuguese Evolve? (continued from page 5)
them full rights in Bermuda. There
was one particular reactionary Portuguese politician, the late Harry
Viera whom we swear hated black
people. He certainly was at odds
with the BIU which he was in constant conflict with. But guess who
went to court to speak on his behalf
when his own daughter turned him

in for having guns in his house?
Our dear beloved leader, the late
Frederick Wade. The split came
about between the Black Bermudian and the Portuguese because they
got the break and economic leg up
when their fellow whites decided
to accept that they were whites like
them and in order to keep control

they had to bring them in. Not too
many of the younger generation of
Portuguese know this history and I
doubt if it came up during this recent celebration of the Portuguese
day; but it is history which should
be told and is one of the reasons
why Bermuda’s history must be
rewritten.

Tribute to Brother Cecil White (continued from page 1)

Several past and present Portworkers paid their last respects to Brother Cecil White at the Homegoing Service on Monday, November 25, 2019.
They joined Brother Chris Furbert at the front of the church while he paid tribute to Brother Cecil.

Washington, DC and the Barbados
Workers Union Labour College. I do
believe he also traveled to Germany
along with Brother Stephen Dill.
When I went to work on the
Docks in April of 1971, I started out
as Holdman, I trained to become
Deckman and then I trained to
become foreman.
I was very interested in learning
how to run a winch that was used
to offload ships so I could become
a Deckman, and one of the Brothers who trained me on how to run
a winch was Brother Cecil. He was
a pretty good at what he did and he
would tell you that he was one of the
Best Deckmen.
While I was President of the
Port Workers of the BIU, Brother
Orin Simmons had told me that

Cecil would tell the Portworkers that management are afraid of
Brother Chris. My comment to that
statement was management are not
afraid of me, they respected my
ability to know the CBA and to use
it in defending our members.
Brother Cecil had his share of
disciplinary issues with management because he was fired at least
three times but we were always able
to convince management to give
him another chance. I remember
one situation where Cecil was off
on sick leave because he injured his
hand on the job and he had an accident in his boat down by the Airport
and his excuse was that he was bathing his hand in the salt water (as if
the water close to his house was not
salt water).

At that time Brother Cecil lived
on Loyal Hill in Devonshire, near to
Clay House Inn on North Shore. So
the question was asked “why where
you down by the airport bathing
your hand when the same salt water is a stone’s throw away from your
house?”. Once again we were able to
save his job.
If we were having a function
Brother Cecil wanted to be the life
of the party.
Brother Cecil thought he was
a pretty good card player at Dirty
Hearts or Spades. I would say that
he was an average player. However
he was a good CHECKERS PLAYER. There were many occasions
when Brothers Hewitt Simmons,
John (MOUTH) Daniels and Cecil
would have some very challenging
matches, that where watched by
those members who were interested
to see who would win.
Brother Cecil was a dedicated Union Member and continued
to support the Union even after he
retired. Brother Cecil was always
on the front line supporting the BIU.
The BIU will miss having brother
Cecil on the front line with us in the
future. Rest in peace Brother Cecil.
UNITED WE STAND –
DIVIDED WE FALL
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Snippets of Bermuda’s Black History

Dr. Olivia Tucker

fact, Mrs. Stowe’s sister Minnie, was
married to Dr. Tucker’s brother, Pilot
In 2013 the late Ira Philip wrote an
Henry Marshall Tucker, who worked
article on Dr. Olivia Tucker. The
on the Black Star Line. The two
story was so impressive that it is now
women intended to return to Berbeing retold.
muda to open their own pharmacy
It was in 1925 that this remarkbut were barred. While Dr. Tuckable woman graduated from Columer returned to the United States to
bia University with a Ph.D. in Pharpractice her craft, Mrs. Stowe stored
macy. The achievement was historic
her pharmaceutical equipment in the
as no Black woman in the whole of
loft of her father’s horse stable and
the Americas had done this before.
joined him in the family business.
Her early education was at Paget
Bermuda had another Black
Glebe School and she completed her
Doctor of Pharmacy. She was Dr.
high school education in Baltimore, the United States where she became Kathy Ann White who earned her
Maryland, from which she graduated Chief Pharmacist at Harlem Hospi- degree at age 25 years. Although
tal and opened her own pharmacy in Dr. Tucker was the first to earn a
in 1918,
When she earned her doctorate New York.
Doctorate in Pharmacy, Dr. White
During World War 11 she was was the first to be registered in that
she intended to open a pharmacy in
Bermuda. This was not to be. Al- engaged in highly secretive work for discipline.
though she returned to the land of the U.S. Government with one of the
The following Doctors also
highest
security
clearances
possible.
her birth on a steamship laden with
faced challenges from the white
Dr. Tucker was the youngest regulatory bodies:
supplies, books and all the necessary
implements and impeccable creden- daughter of Joseph Tucker, a WarDr. Edgar F. Gordon in the’20s
tials, her ambitions were thwarted wick farmer and fisherman, and his
Dr. Charles Smith in the ‘30s
by the racist policies of the all-white wife Isabelle. She returned to BerBoth had more qualification
muda
at
age
98
and
derived
much
joy
Examination Board that flunked
than the people who tested them.
her. She was more qualified than her in experiencing the Bermuda she left
Dr. Clarence James in the’50s.
contemporaries both at home and so many years before.
was not allowed to practice at
While Dr. Tucker was the only KEMH until black Bermudians
abroad. Around the same time an
English pharmacist with lesser qual- Black person of her era to earn a loudly protested.
ification was successful. Obviously Ph.D. in Pharmacy, she was not
Dr. Ewart Brown who had set
her entry into the pharmaceutical the only Black person to qualify as up a thriving practice and clinic in
industry posed a threat to the gener- a pharmacist. Her friend, Gladys the United States.
ational stranglehold that whites had Darrell (Stowe), also graduated as a
The perseverance of these medihad. Dr. Tucker having been spurned pharmacist around the same time, cal” giants “ should inspire all of us to
by vested interests locally, returned to but from Howard University. In “Keep on keeping on”

BIU President Chris Furbert Responds to Royal Gazette Editor, Dexter Smith (continued from page 2)
with your assessment that I went beyond my stated remit.
You are of the view, as mentioned
in your opinion piece that I “summoned the media to the BIU for yet
another hastily arranged press conference,” and it is on that basis, along
with your attacks to my personal
12 THE WORKERS VOICE DECEMBER 2, 2019

character and leadership role of this
great organization that this organization is left with no alternative but to
take the position THAT YOU NOR
ANY REPORTERS OF THE RG
will be invited to another press conference arranged by the BIU. We will
continue to work with media compa-

nies who demonstrate civic responsibility and who are unbiased in the fair
presentation of facts, and with editors
who do not look for opportunities to
abuse the platform that they have to
play judge, jury and executioner from
behind the relative sanctity of their
computer screens.
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Dr. Pamela Coleman to speak at “Docs for Dinner”
Dr. Pamela W. Coleman, Associate Professor of Surgery, Division of
Urology at Howard University Hospital will be the guest speaker at the
quarterly “Docs for Dinner” event to
be held on Thursday, December 19,
2019 at 7:00 p.m. at Café Lido. Cocktails will be served at 6:30 p.m.
Dr. Coleman graduated from
Georgetown University with a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry in 1974
and in 1977 she graduated from
Howard University College of Medicine with a Doctor of Medicine. She
is licensed to practice in Maryland
and the District of Columbia. Additionally, Dr. Coleman is a Fellow the
American College of Surgeons and
holds membership in several professional societies in the United States.

“The Emerging Role of MR Imaging
in the detecting of clinically significant prostate cancer” will be the topic
that Dr. Coleman will address when
speaking to Bermuda’s medical fraternity at the event which is hosted
by Bermuda HealthCare Services,

Brown-Darrell Clinic and the Bermuda Urology Clinic. Physicians are
asked to register at Café Lido by 6:30
p.m.
“Dr Pamela Coleman has distinguished herself in the Washington
DC area by introducing public education programmes about prostate cancer, the number one killer of
Black men,” said Dr. Ewart Brown of
Bermuda HealthCare Services. “She
has convinced thousands of men in
the Metropolitan DC area to agree to
be tested for prostate cancer and that
is a major accomplishment”.
For further information on “Docs
for Dinner,” please contact Nikiesha
Tucker at Bermuda HealthCare Services at 236-2810 or send an email
NTucker@bhcs.bm.

Promises Made, Promises Kept
As promised, former Premier, Dr.
Ewart Brown presented Mirror with
a donation of $2,000.00 from the
initial sale of his book of memoirs
“Whom Shall I Fear?”. Accepting
the cheque on behalf of Mirrors was
Kimberley Jackson, Programme Coordinator for Mirrors.
“I am pleased to assist Mirrors as they continue in their quest to
change the lives of young Bermudians,” said Dr. Brown. “I believe that
Kimberly Jackson and her team are
doing an outstanding job. I promised to donate $2.00 for each book
sold and I have kept my promise.”
The first run of 1,000 books
was snapped up by Bermudians from
all walks of life at various book signings during the first week of November with the last of the books being
sold at the PLP’s Gala Banquet on
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Saturday evening, November 16,
2019. Dr. Brown said that he is expecting another shipment of books
in approximately two weeks’ time.
Dr. Brown said that he will be
available on Tuesday morning at the
BIU Headquarters to sign books that
were previously purchased.

Shown from left to right: Delores
Thompson Volunteer, Kimberley
Grimes, Director of Mirrors and
Friends Alumni Charity, Kimberley
Jackson, Programme Coordinator,
LaVerne Furbert and Khomisha Lottimore, Office Manager.
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